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COMPANY 
PROFILE

Qingdao Aroma  was located in Duanpo Town, 
Jimo district, Qingdao city , CHINA.
We produce, process, manufacture, and sell 
different wax candles products, glass candles, 
candle holders, led flameless candles, and reed 
diffuser products.

Our workshop area of the company is more than 
6,000 square meters.

The wide factory building creates good conditions 
for manufacturing high-quality products. In the 
future, there will be planned development of new 
products and continuous improvement of the 
company's production capacity.
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Company managers generally have more than 10 years of professional 
work experience and are capable and are providing quality products 
and services to customers around the world.

From the design, the use of materials, to the production of the entire 
process, it has always been the pursuit of art and fashion, nature and 
environmental protection, safety and practical products for the 
starting point. Focusing on customers, focusing on quality, developing 
team creativity and execution, and manufacturing the most 
competitive candle products.

Qingdao Aroma Home Products Co., Ltd. is only for the sake of high 
quality of life. The flourishing source of life enables global consumers 
to experience a pleasant and high-quality home life.
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CERTIFICATES



1/CRAFT BURNING CANDLES

2/REED DIFFUSER & SPRAYS

3/LED FLAMELESS CANDLES

4/WAX WARMER

5/CANDLE JARS

PRODUCTS 
INFORMATIONS



1/ CRAFT BURNING         
CANDLES



Candles with different materials holders with 
different waxes and scents
 
☆ custom scented 
Recommend:Mid Summer’s night/vanilla 
sandalwood/homespun cotton/Coconut
☆ paraffin wax/soy wax/other wax
We also have factories in Vietnam.
☆ custom package     
color box/rigid box/PVC box/brown Kraft box
☆ private label/print your logo
custom your own label and logo
☆ usually 3% fragrance  
we can do 2%-8% according to your requirement
☆ with/without lid     
plastic lid/wood lid/glass lid
☆ custom color
accept change the color of wax/jars/package
☆ different size        
Based specifications:7*8/8*9/11*8cm

◆Candles with holders-Glass candles


